Video Slot

NECROMANCER
The implementation of advanced technologies
allows us, Evoplay Entertainment, to bring joy to the
player by a new automatic slot that is fully realized
in 3D.
Do you want to immerse yourself in the dark
atmosphere of the Warlock rituals? There is nothing
easier! VR helmet and phone will transport you to
the crypt where the Necromancer invokes the
hordes, honing his skills.
Necromancer slot that contains 5 reels with 4
symbols on each of them will not leave anyone
indifferent due to the stunning graphics and
three-dimensional world. In this slot, each winnings
is significant - winning symbols in large numbers are
added as stack symbols and respin is activated that
makes the chances to make a big win even higher!

Game Summary
Game Type

VIDEO SLOT
Game Resolution

Technology

HTML5
RTP

FULL HD (16:9)

95,85%

Volatility

Mobile

Platforms

Vertical View

LOW MED

Yes

Yes

Information

Game Features
FULL 3D ON ANY DEVICE
Full HTML5 3D technology,
allowing players experience
total immersion in 3D world.
Possibility to move camera to
change the view (enjoy
gaming process incomforters
way).
FULL VR
Full VR on your smartphone in
browser without any
additional downloads.
Completely new level of
360-degree game experience.
RE-SPINS
In the Main game any winning
combination activates one
Respin. Necromancer sacrifice
the winning symbol and it
appears in an increased
quantity on the reels.
FREE SPINS
During every Free Spin, the
randomly selected symbol is
sacrifice and appears in an
increased quantity on the
reels.

Mobile + desktop

Yes

Mobile vertical

Yes

Reels

5

Rows

4

Bet lines

40

Min bet (USD)

0.1

Max bet (USD)

500

Hit Frequency

12%

FreeGame
Bonus Game

1 in 107
1 in 9

Win Amount
BigWin (15xBet)

1 in 83

SuperWin (40xBet)

1 in 383

MegaWin (70xBet)

1 in 1084

EpicWin (100xBet)

1 in 2974

Max payout for times bet
observed in 500 million spins:
MainGame

720

FreeGame

762

Bonus Game

630

